Perception of consultation length in cardiology and its ethical implications
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Objectives. This study considered whether the time employers allotted to medical consultations in many working environments in Argentina might be inadequate to carry out an interview. The objective was to conduct a survey to gather information on the length of cardiology medical consultations in Argentina.

Methods. During 2007, a survey was carried out that included 816 cardiologists.

Results. Seventy-six percent of participants said they needed 20 to 30 minutes, and 14% considered that 15 minutes was sufficient, for an adequate consultation. On the other hand, 64% reported that their employer required that consultations be done in 10 to 15 minutes, and 86% cited limits of less than 20 minutes (P < 0.0001). This time was inadequate for 60% of physicians. With regard to ethics, 89% answered affirmatively that requiring that patients be attended in such a short time could be considered an ethical flaw of the employer; 75% acknowledged their own ethical flaw when agreeing to conduct the consultation in an inadequate amount of time. When opinions were grouped, 22% considered that an adequate consultation length was fundamental for a correct patient–physician relationship, 27% reported that this time depended on “pressures” of the system, 19% indicated that inadequate consultation length affected the quality of attention patients received, 17% thought that low fees forced employers to reduce this time with a resulting detriment in quality of care, and 15% said that consultation length was variable and depended on the patient.

Conclusions. This study showed that 60% of physicians perceived as insufficient the time their employers allotted for conducting an adequate consultation. Most believed that allotting such a short time for examining patients could be considered an ethical flaw.
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of the most appreciated factors in health care management, to the point where most physicians try to see more patients in less time and keep an adequate relationship with patients despite the shortage of this resource (4). Some studies in developed countries found that patients were generally satisfied with the care they received from doctors but often complained that visits were too short (5). The ethical implications of this phenomenon are evident, since an inadequate consultation length would not guarantee the quality of medical attention.

The primary postulate of the study considered that the time slots per consultation allotted by employers in many working environments where cardiologists in Argentina develop their activities could be inadequate for a satisfactory medical interview. This initial idea claimed that the demand of completing a medical consultation in a time period that was shorter than that considered adequate by the physician had ethical implications not only from the professional’s point of view but also from the employer’s standpoint, which is an aspect seldom considered in discussions on bioethics.

The objective of this study was to carry out a survey to gather information on the duration of cardiologic medical consultations in Argentina and learn opinions about the adequacy of this time and its ethical connotations.

RESULTS

The survey was answered by 816 cardiologists, approximately one-third of those surveyed. The demographic characteristics of the total population of cardiologists and of those answering the questionnaire are summarized in Table 1. Differences among groups showed that responders were significantly younger than the total population; however, disparities in the length of time practicing as a cardiologist were not found. Nevertheless, the former difference should reveal a potential selection bias. In the same way, the geographic distribution of surveyed cardiologists across Argentina showed a predominance of cardiologists from greater urban districts like Buenos Aires, Cordoba, and Mendoza.

Table 2 compares the 816 cardiologists surveyed and the national distribution of cardiologists. The proportion of cardiologists in our sample was similar to the national distribution in the three largest cities, and there was a deficit in our sample only in Santa Fe. Overall, there is a significant difference in these distributions ($\chi^2 = 52.0$, $P < 0.00005$), so that our results cannot be generalized to all Argentinean cardiologists.

To the question “how much time do you need to carry out a clinical cardiologic consultation to an outpatient?” 76% of cardiologists answered that between 20 and 30 minutes was necessary, and 14% considered that 15 minutes was sufficient. On the other hand, when asked “in case you work for a Social Security System that appoints your patients, what demands in terms of time do you have to carry out each consultation?” In 64% of the cases, respondents stated they were required to perform the consultation in 10 to 15 minutes, and 86% replied they had 20 minutes or less (Table 3). This time requirement resulted in inadequate consultation for 60% of the surveyed cardiologists.

When asked “do you think that the demand of attending a patient in such a short time could be considered an ethical flaw on the side of the employer?” 89% of those surveyed responded affirmatively. Likewise, 75% of the cardiologists acknowledged their own responsibility when they considered that accepting the requirement to attend a patient in an inadequate amount of time was unethical. Of the total 816 answers, 401 cardiologists (49%) included in the survey their opinion about the duration of the consultation issue. These answers were classified into five clusters: 22% (88/401) considered that the adequate duration of the consultation was crucial to the optimum patient–physician relationship. On the other hand, 27% (108/401) reported that the time of the consultation depends on the “pressures” of the health system that demands such behavior; 19% (76/401) said that the inadequate duration of the visit affects the quality of medical attention, and 17% (68/401) said that low fees in particular force them to reduce the duration of consultations, thereby impoverishing the quality of their attention. Finally, 15% (60/401) said that the consultation length was variable and depended particularly on its char-

MATERIALS AND METHODS

During the first half of 2007, a survey was carried out among cardiologists on the consultation length and its ethical implications. It was performed for 2 months, using a form e-mailed to 2,400 cardiologists across Argentina. This sample corresponds to the total census of active members of the Argentine Society of Cardiology. They responded to a series of questions that assessed the minimum consultation time that, according to the physician, was necessary to perform a satisfactory interview, the time required by the employer to perform each consultation if the physician was a full-time employee, and, if applicable, the physician’s opinion about noncompliance with ethical rules on his or her part and on the part of the employer with regard to accepting or requiring that consultations be carried out in an inadequate time. Finally, the survey allowed for a brief opinion from each of those surveyed on the analyzed ethical aspects. All opinions were evaluated individually in order to group them in clusters.

To investigate the validity of the sample, a descriptive analysis on demographic characterization of the total population of cardiologists and the sample answering the questionnaire was added. The data were processed as qualitative variables and expressed in percentages or means plus 95% confidence intervals; results were compared by using $\chi^2$ analysis or a Student’s $t$ test. As the survey had only five questions and its individual purposes focused on different areas, no confidence test was done for validation purposes.
DISCUSSION

This study showed that 60% of the surveyed physicians perceived the time their employers allotted to carry out an adequate medical consultation as insufficient. Most of them thought the demand of attending patients in such a short time could be considered unethical from the physician’s standpoint as well as from the employers’ standpoint. There is sufficient evidence that managed care systems have significantly reduced the length of the medical consultation and, hence, the autonomy of physicians to manage their time (6–12). One decade ago, in a survey among young physicians, only 32% responded that they had the freedom to choose the duration time of consultations, which showed a substantial reduction with regard to previous surveys (13, 14).

However, despite the fact that many physicians think employers urge them to see more patients in less time, some studies have shown that the growth of managed care between 1989 and 1998 was not associated with a reduction in the length of consultations. Mechanic et al. (4) showed that the average length of medical consultations remained stable between 16 and 22 minutes during those 10 years. Likewise, the analyses of consultations in primary care carried out by the American Medical Association between 1978 and 1994 did not show a reduction in the duration of visits (15, 16). In our study, on the other hand, two-thirds of those surveyed answered that they had less than 15 minutes to see each patient. An important aspect to be considered in interpreting these results is that the general dissatisfaction of physicians with regard to the health system in Argentina could have affected their answers to the questionnaires and thus influenced their perception and opinion about the length of consultations, even though it might not have been the main problem.

Factors related to consultation length depend on physicians, patients, and the health system. It has been observed that, in general, older physicians and women doctors tend to spend more time in consultations, as long as the waiting list is not too long (17). Several investigators found that women doctors average more time for each consultation, probably due to increased communication skills and empathy toward patients (18–22). Thus, the proportional growth in the number of women in the medical profession could influence the need for increased consultation length.

On the other hand, Deveugele et al. (6) showed that consultation times tend to shorten as the workloads of physicians increase. When assessing the length of the general medical consultation in different European countries, the same authors found that in Belgium and Switzerland it averaged 15.3 minutes, in Great Britain and The Netherlands it was 9.8 minutes, whereas in Spain and Germany it was 7.7 minutes. These differences have been related to the different health systems in the countries being compared.

The reduction in the length of consultations appears contradictory with
the increased complexity of medicine, particularly in some specialties such as cardiology. One aspect to consider to justify that the medical consultation should be longer every time is that the case mix of patients could include more complex diseases, with more options for diagnosis and treatment. Similarly, today patients ask more questions, want to be informed, and require more extended explanations about disease prevention (4). Finally, the time the physicians use is crucial to patients' satisfaction and to keep them within the physician's professional practice (23).

On the other hand, the ethical implications of an inadequate time allotment for each consultation are rarely discussed in daily medical care. Public awareness of this idea about the ethical aspects of consultation, which involve not only the physician but also the employer in healthcare systems, could initiate the necessary debate that would ultimately benefit the patient.

The principal limitation of this study is that the low response rate of the questionnaire and the geographic distribution of surveyed cardiologists prevent one from generalizing the results to medical practices in all of Argentina. However, a comparison between the national distribution of cardiologists in Argentina and the sample of 816 physicians surveyed showed little difference.

Although the study represents only the perception of the surveyed physicians with regard to the length of the consultation and its ethical implications, the country's sanitary authorities could take advantage of this essential information to design public health strategies that involve quality in medical consultation and, ultimately, its value.

This study showed that 60% of the surveyed cardiologists perceived as insufficient the time their employers allotted them to perform an adequate medical consultation. Whereas the ideal time would be around 20 to 30 minutes, two-thirds of those surveyed actually had less than 15 minutes per consultation. Also, most considered that this demand of attending a patient in such a short time could be considered an ethical flaw on the part of both the physician and the employer.

APPENDIX

Quotes from cardiologists' responses.

• “The restraints imposed by the health care system upon the consultation length frustrate the preventive educational function of the medical practice.”
• “To shorten consultation length in cardiology practice not only constitutes an ethical flaw but also could potentially induce medical errors.”
• “The adequate patient's office visit duration must be privileged over employers' opinions or restrictions.”
• “Since the employer and the health care system impose the conditions, the ethical flaw of attending a patient in a shorter time cannot be attributed to the doctors.”
• “In order to properly listen to, examine, diagnose, and teach the patients, consultation time must not be restricted.”
• “To shorten the consultation length generates the paradox of increasing costs, for doctors substitute the lack of time with laboratory tests and expensive imaging techniques.”
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Objetivos. Se analizó si el tiempo asignado por los empleadores para las consultas médicas en centros de trabajo en Argentina es insuficiente. El objetivo fue recopilar información mediante una encuesta sobre la duración de las consultas de cardiología en Argentina.


Resultados. De los participantes, 76% dijo necesitar de 20 a 30 minutos para una consulta adecuada, mientras 14% consideró que 15 minutos era suficiente. Por otra parte, 64% informó que sus empleadores exigían que las consultas se realizaran en 10–15 minutos y 86% citó límites menores de 20 minutos ($P < 0,0001$); 60% de los médicos consideraron inadecuado ese tiempo. De los entrevistados, 89% respondió que exigir que se atienda a los pacientes en ese corto tiempo podría considerarse una falla ética de los empleadores; 75% reconoció su propia falla ética al aceptar realizar la consulta en un tiempo inadecuado. Cuando se agruparon las opiniones, 27% manifestó que ese tiempo dependía de “presiones” del sistema, 22% consideró que realizar la consulta en un tiempo suficiente era fundamental para una correcta relación médico-paciente, 19% indicó que un tiempo insuficiente de consulta afectaba a la calidad de la atención que recibía el paciente, 17% pensaba que los bajos honorarios forzaban a los empleadores a reducir ese tiempo con el consiguiente detrimento en la calidad de la atención y 15% dijo que la duración de la consulta era variable y dependía del paciente.

Conclusiones. Estos resultados muestran que 60% de los médicos percibían como insuficiente el tiempo que sus empleadores les asignaron para llevar a cabo las consultas. La mayoría consideró que asignar un tiempo tan corto para examinar a los pacientes puede considerarse una falla ética.

Palabras clave Remisión y consulta, cardiología, ética, Argentina.
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